
CrossFit Olympic Bars

Longer, heavier, thicker with solid ends make this trap bar the strongest and 
heaviest duty bar on the market.
We at Gym Ratz are proud to be the first and only company in the UK to be selling 
this fantastic piece of engineering.
Get on to your local gym owner to pull his finge

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-trap-bar-hd

7ft olympic bar weighing 20kg. The Functional Training Bar benefits from a 
durable black oxide finish, sharp knurling, "flexy" shaft, and free-spinning ball 
bearing sleeves WITH end caps. A tough bar that's better-suited for "functional" / 
CrossFit style training than a generic olympic bar..

RRP: £249.99

Our Price: £179.99
You Save: £70.00 - 28 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/functional-training-bar

Thors Hammer for all method of swinging and hammering actions (aside from 
actual striking) with weight. Featuring a 2" fat grip, this is incredibly tough on the 
forearms and shoulders.

Price: £75.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/thors-hammer

With a narrow 25mm grip diameter, hard chrome finish, split-sleeve design 
weighing 15kg this York Barbell bar lends itself incredibly well to the CrossFit-style 
environment . For many years, this excellent bar was sold by York

Price: £240.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-training-bar-25mm

With a standard 28mm grip diameter, hard chrome finish, split-sleeve design (not 
bolt on!) this York Barbell Needle Roller-bearing bar lends itself well to the a 
controlled (not dropping) CrossFit-style environment or home traiing

Price: £249.17

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-training-bar-28mm
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7ft Sprung Steel Pro-Bearing Olympic Bar with 6 bearings and dual snap ring 
closing system with a hard chrome finish.

Price: £175.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cross-fit-7ft-olympic-bar

5ft, 6ft or 7ft Steel Olympic Bar with Bearings. Suitable for Olympic Benches and 
other freeweight use. (NOTE: Only the 7' bar is wide enough to be used in a full 
width Olympic bench or rack). Great Price entry level Olympic Bar suitable for 
home or light commercial use. Ideal for schools, clubs, 

Price from£98.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-bar-700lb

Ladies Ultimate Bar tested to 450kg and weighing in at 15kg with Brass Bushing & 
Hardened Chrome finish.

Price: £233.25

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/ladies-ultimate-bar-jordan

Mens Ultimate Bar tested to 750kg and weighing in at 20kg with Brass Bushing & 
Hardened Chrome finish.

Price: £258.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/mens-ultimate-bar-jordan

7ft Olympic bar featuring precision bearings for a smoother rotation and a hard 
steel finish for brilliant durability. 30mm grip makes for a premium bar ideal 
stiffness for rack work with enough flex for deadlift and Olympic Lifts

RRP: £280.00

Our Price: £259.00
You Save: £21.00 - 8 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/premium-olympic-bar-30mm-grip-7ft
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Straight Olympic bar featuring precision bearings for a smoother rotation and a 
unique brushed steel finish for brilliant durability. These bars look great in any 
space!

Price: £105.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/straight-olympic-bar-with-bearings-jordan-6ft

Straight Olympic bar featuring precision bearings for a smoother rotation and a 
unique brushed steel finish for brilliant durability. These bars look great in any 
space!

Price: £101.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/straight-olympic-bar-with-bearings-jordan-5ft

Brushed steel training bar perfect for those wanting to learn the Olympic Lifts, 
without having to lift a full, 20kg Olympic bar.

Price: £122.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/aluminium-training-bar-65kg-tested

Aluminium technique bar, ideal for beginners and children. 5kg in weight, rated to 
20kg, 2010mm in length, and with a 25mm shaft.

Price: £165.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-olympic-technique-bar
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